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what we do
advisory firm dedicated to 

online classifieds + marketplaces

m&a

capital raising

where we work
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who I am
Malcolm Myers 

>15 years of marketplaces

former head of m&a at Naspers              
former m&a advisor to Scout24

CEO of eiv

european internet ventures.
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real estate

some of our transactions
automotive horizontals

note: includes selective capital raising, M&A and due diligence mandates 
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MOBILE PHONE

in some industries, the past 25 years 
have witnessed incredible innovation  

1998 2023
Nokia 5110 iPhone 14 Pro

screen resolution
internet speed
app capabilities
video
price
distribution

3.6 million pixels, full colour
5G 100-1,000 Mbs

1.6 million apps
4k video capture + playback

$999-$1499
store or online

5 lines (monochrome)
no internet access
ringtones vis sms

n/a
$600

physical store

source: gsmarena.com note: prices adjusted to 2022 USD
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RECORDED MUSIC

in some industries, the past 25 years 
have witnessed incredible innovation  

1998 2023

unit of purchase

tracks available in store

price of a music collection

distribution

a CD containing ca. 15 tracks

5k-10k CDs

$3,000 for 200 CDs

high street stores

unlimited streaming of any title on platform

>80 million

free (ad-funded) / premium $15.49 per month

online
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AUTOTRADER

in comparison, car + real estate classifieds businesses 
seem to have changed rather less

1998 2023

source: archive.org
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RIGHTMOVE

in comparison, car + real estate classifieds businesses 
seem to have changed rather less

2000 2023

source: archive.org



for about 2 decades, focus in high GDP markets
was to provide professionals with 

branding + premium visibility for their listings 

most classifieds started at 1.0

until the pandemic, the majority 
were focused on 3.0 - building 
ancillary services
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1990’s 2010’s 2015’s 2020’s

source: company websites, EIV analysis  note. classification applies to car and real estate sales; examples, not exhaustive



traditional classifieds lives off 
an outdated consumer experience

looking for a home or car 
on classifieds

looking for a smartphone 
on Amazon

INFORM        COMPARE         TRANSACT       PAYMENT        DELIVERY       WARRANTY      RETURNS

off platform
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consumer wants when selling a home

avoid time and cost of RENOVATING + STAGING 

minimize the number of VIEWINGS

OBTAIN the highest sale price

SPEED from offer acceptance to closing

TITLE TRANSFER taken care of by trusted 3rd party

iBuyer classifieds + agent

iBuyers provide sellers a superior experience than realtors on all aspects - except net sale price
average discount to market was ca. 3% until 2021/2
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around 2015 saw the emergence of tech-enabled, 
fully transactional platforms, 

promising a far superior user experience

source: EIV analysis
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based on 39k units sold in 2022

2022 FULL YEAR UNIT ECONOMICS IN $
route to profitability likely to require:
• significantly higher buy-sell spread, to get gross margins to 8%-10%
• far more efficiency in Sales and Marketing 
• operating leverage from selling ca. 100k units per year
• shorter holding periods (without sacrificing resale price)
• a fall in mid/long term interest rates
• opening up of platform to 3rd party listings on commission share,  

to further leverage marketing spend and fixed costs

while the consumer experience was undoubtedly better, 
unit economics were dramatically worse

source: company websites, EIV analysis
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consumer wants when buying a car

broadest possible range of relevant VEHICLES

minimize the number of FORECOURT VISITS

AVOID HAGGLING while getting a fair price

BUY ONLINE

HOME DELIVERY

NO HASSLE RETURNS

WARRANTY INCLUDED

iDealer classifieds + trad dealer

similarly, in automotive, iDealers have dramatically raised 
consumer expectations when buying a car

source: EIV analysis
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2022 FULL YEAR UNIT ECONOMICS IN $ route to profitability likely to require:
• significantly higher buy-sell spread, to get gross margins to 17%
• 65% reduction in Marketing Cost per unit
• 70% reduction in Tech, G&A costs
• target EBITDA margin of 11% would be an industry record
• expansion of gross margins likely to make Carvana less price 

competitive than the largest dealers, making volume growth more 
challenging

• profitability likely to need greater use of 3rd party dealer stock, to 
leverage brand + infrastructure without increasing financing costs

while arguably focusing insufficiently on 
the overall business economics

source: company websites, EIV analysis

based on 412k retail units sold in 2022

note: target is the midpoint of Carvana’s own projections
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1990s 2010s 2015s 2020s

source: company websites, EIV analysis  note examples not exhaustive

today, many car + some real estate classifieds 
are beginning to engage at the core of the transaction
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transactional challenger models from non-classifieds players

C2B B2C
instant cash offer from platform TEB

direct cash offers to sellers 
from vetted dealers

n/a

transactional models adopted by classifieds players

instant cash offer from platform

direct offers from selected 
dealers

classifieds players sell vendor leads 
to preferred agents;  

Zillow refers sellers, wanting a fast 
cash sale, to Opendoor

in house TEB

e-commerce overlay to digitally 
enable dealer stock

transaction digitization services from 
classifieds emerging in rentals space

commission sharing
C2B B2C

source: EIV analysis; note: examples are illustrative, not exhaustive

transactional models adopted by real estate classifieds
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C2B B2C
instant cash offer from platform iDealer

direct offers from nationwide 
dealer auction platform

instant cash offer from platform

direct offers from selected 
dealers

in house iDealer

e-commerce overlay to digitally 
enable dealer stock

commission sharing

classifieds partners B2B

iDealer buys classifieds

classifieds 
buys C2B

C2B B2C

source: EIV analysis; note: examples are illustrative, not exhaustive; OLX has announced it is selling olx Autos

transactional models from non-classifieds players transactional models adopted by classifieds players

transactional models adopted by automotive classifieds
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source: EIV analysis note: dates reflect when challenge peaked, not the launch date

classifieds verticals have faced many potential disruptors

2010 2015 2018

WEB-BASED
HORIZONTALS

APP-BASED
HORIZONTALS

GLOBAL 
VERTICALS

SEARCH 
ENGINES

SOCIAL 
NETWORKS

GLOBAL 
VERTICALS

previous sources of potential disruption for car /real estate classifieds

• scale of traffic
• cross-sell users from high 

frequency categories

• app users more engaged 
• app format able to provide 

superior user experience

• well-funded 
• promised to combine centralized tech + 
marketing tech with local market presence

• it worked for Air BnB

• Google to keep search + 
discovery on its own 

site, dis-intermediating 
classifieds

• >2B users on Facebook to 
transact on platform

• social graph to add trust + 
safety to marketplace

why a threat?

why it hurt less than feared?
• less engaged users
• poorer listings quality

• tech + data challenges to 
match services depth 

• greatest uptake from younger, 
less affluent demographic
• RWD narrowed tech gap 
• dealers slow to adopt

• traction limited to a few markets
• resilience of incumbents and complexity 

of localization underestimated

• Google set up to index 
others’ content, not 

curate and moderate its 
own

• poor content moderation, 
limited search + filtering 

• lack of features important to 
dealers
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source: EIV analysis note:  dates reflect when challenge peaked, not the launch date

classifieds verticals have faced many potential disruptors

2018 2020

BLOCKCHAINiDEALERS iBUYERS METAVERSE

previous sources of potential disruption for car /real estate classifieds

• powerful tech solution for 
recording ownership and for 

transferring it via smart contracts
• tokenization of real estate and 

car ownership changes how 
transactions are done

• offered a superior online  
experience 

• could scale + become buyer’s first 
online destination 

why it hurt less than feared?
• players underestimated the 

gravitational pull of large 
incumbents

• more likely to succeed as 3rd 
party tech /service providers

• larger traditional dealers fast to 
match value

• challenging unit economics + 
tough funding environment 

proposition

• challenging unit 
economics + tough funding 

environment
• macro headwinds 2022+

• offered a superior online  
experience 

• could scale + become 
buyer’s first online 

destination 

• metaverse real estate market 
surpassed  >$1B in 2022

• virtual world property purchases 
could divert substantial value 

esp. amongst Gen Z

• real world assets likely to account for 
most segment value for many decades
• metaverse solutions incl. digital car 
twinning, virtual test drives + immersive 

viewing likely to become enablers to 
existing ecosystems

why a threat?



phenomenon
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having all or most supply and demand in one 
place creates powerful and enduring network 

effects, benefitting both sellers and buyers

large volumes of unique and frequently-updated 
listings content drives SEO traffic

professional sellers get more well-converting 
leads from the leading classifieds platform than 

anywhere else

professional sellers wanting to gain share can 
build their brands, gaining more visibility for their 

listings and this more leads

resolute focus on managing dealer loyalty and 
expanding workflow integration

have usually held back from initiating 
innovations likely to directly challenge their 

clients’ business

why have classifieds verticals proven so resilient?
examples

AutoTrader and Rightmove claim 70% and 80% of all in market 
visits respectively

#1 classifieds verticals invariably capture more top SEO 
positions

while data varies, a clear #1 classifieds vertical is likely to be 
generating well over 50% of all leads for most professional 
clients

70% of AutoTrader UK’s £400/month ARPA increase 2018-2020 
was from largely visibility-enhancing product enhancements

ImmobilienScout24 purchased real estate agent software 
FlowFacts in 2014

in France, both SeLoger (real estate) and LaCentrale (auto) 
refrained from offering a C2C product until generalist Leboncoin 
made the practise acceptable; commission sharing with agents 
in Europe started in earnest only during the pandemic

source: EIV analysis
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classifieds players who have kept focused on 
the advertising model have been rewarded

source: REFINITIV, Jefferies note: data points provided annually
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classifieds businesses are now 
being valued around 10x-14x TTM 
revenues
transaction-centric businesses in 
the low single digits

…underpinned by healthy revenue multiples

TTM REVENUE MULTIPLES

source: REFINITIV, Jefferies note: data points provided annually
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“We tend to overestimate the effect of a 
technology in the short run 

and underestimate the effect in the long run”
Ray Amara, American Futurologist (1925-2007), October 2006

source: oxfordreference.com
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“The application of math and software code to 
teach computers how to understand, synthesize, 
and generate knowledge in ways similar to how 

people do it”
Marc Andreessen, 6th June 2023

source: oxfordreference.com
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source: chat.openai.com accessed 14.5.23
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source: chat.openai.com accessed 14.5.23 note: the point here is that LLMs need to be integrated with live sources of information to be truly useful – as with Google’s Bard and Microsoft’s Bing
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40%
35% 33%

26%

35% 34% 31% 29%

share of organic visits

organic search is a major source of traffic 
to classifieds verticals

source: similarweb May 2023
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today’s search experience on classifieds is outdated

!
the classifieds experience today

must start with 
6-digit postcode ! must start with 

postcode or town

• lacks contextual intelligence
• assumes you can express what you want as a specific object 

e.g. 2018-21Chevvy Tahoe (not “recent, large family SUV”)
• unintuitive interfaces e.g. why still need a post code for a car?
• bewildering array of specs. once you go beyond basic search
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AI will change the search experience

RESPONSIVE

sources: Business Insider 2022,  Verge 2023,  Medium 2023, Microsoft 2023

CONVERSATIONAL
+ PERSONAL

EASY-TO-CONSUME VISUAL

decipher cues in content
to answer and refine queries in 

real-time based on user feedback

Google's ‘AI  snap-shot’  generates 
structured answers + guides to 

new questions

streamline search experience by 
summarizing key information in a 
short + easily consumable format

Chat GPT reduces search time by  
drawing relevant content from 

multiple sources 

‘New Bing AI is a conversational 
bot that adapts the format of 

responses like ‘write a description’ 
or generating images from text 

Formulate creative 
recommendations to subjective
requests + personal questions

rise of richer visual mediums to 
base search queries

40%+ of 18-24 prefer using 
TikTok + Instagram feeds for 
search inspiration (e.g. mood 

boards) vs Google

the risk: more time spent on Google (and Bing) and potentially fewer click-throughs to classifieds
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… and for continued success, classifieds businesses will need 
to adapt accordingly

AUTOMOTIVE REAL ESTATE

classifieds websites have the richest data, and thus, with the right AI tools + internal development efforts, 
could become best-placed to satisfy the next generation of car and home buyers

future AI-Powered search on classifieds

“what SUV sits 4 adults 
comfortably and has 
low depreciation and 
good fuel economy?”

“which convertibles 
under $80,000 are priced 

most attractively given 
condition and mileage?”

“3 bedroom flat with 
terrace within walking 
distance to shops”

“spacious detached house 
with high ceilings in a quiet 
neighbourhood with south 
facing garden near schools”

“a house within 30 miles that 
looks like this (upload photo)”
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AI will also transform the discovery process
the classifieds experience today

Chevrolet SUV $30k-$40k

still feels still like scrolling newspaper 
columns – especially for users not adept 
at using filters

premium placing trumps best match

results display options limited

display is not personalized e.g. does not 
interact with users to prompt for greater 
relevance

monetization favours a lengthy search 
process and contacting many agents / 
dealers so clients feel their subscriptions 
are generating lots of enquiries
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future of discovery

IMMERSIVE

sources: McKinsey 2022, Medium 2020, HBR 2020

GUIDED AUTHENTICATED

Generative AI is enhancing AR and VR 
capabilities expanding possibilities to create  

immersive environments for classifieds

Square Yards is offering the opportunity to 
explore properties through digital twins of 
whole cities, visualizing actual localities 

through a 3D-built environment, + walking into 
them as avatars that interact as part of a 

collaborative marketplace too

leverage natural-language 
processing to make predictive 

assessment, match + refine 
queries to pinpoint the desired 

object

algorithms optimize aggregate 
discovery behaviour + site metrics 

based on similar patterns

integrate Generative AI to verify listing + 
provide search discovery tools to 
supplement product descriptions

real-time verification + information 
scanning to authenticate classifieds

Airbnb uses deep learning algorithms to 
verify features in photos + display most 

relevant content to guests
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C2C transactions have been hard to get right 
the classifieds experience today

BUYER’S CONCERNS SELLER’S CONCERNS

car condition | accidents
service history | how driven

asymmetrical issues

symmetrical issues
is the price fair?

who is “lefebvre”? does he 
own the car? is it safe to 
meet him for a test drive?

can I get financing?        
how do I pay?

how can I be sure the car 
will be registered in my 

name?

is the price fair?

who is the buyer? is he just a 
middleman? is it safe to meet 

the buyer for a test drive? 

does he have financing?    
how do I receive the money?

how can I be sure to be paid 
before transferring 

ownership?
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an online marketplace can use AI to help 
radically reduce friction in the transaction

car condition 

accidents

service history 

how driven

asymmetrical issues
step change in data capture by Generative AI-based app

carfax or similar database integrated
AI-generated summary from a phone scan of garage 
receipts + service records
insurance databases (in some cases)

symmetrical issues

pricing

identity verification

background checks

ownership

financing for C2C cars

online Escrow + payment

online registration

more refined AVMs with greater market data 

ID card or drivers license scans and verification

police databases, social media analysis

car registration databases

pre-authorized buyers

integrated 3rd party solutions

data sharing with state vehicle licensing authority

how solved

source: motorway.co.uk, carmoola.co.uk
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while classifieds has remained largely unscathed from previous potential sources of disruption, 
this time it’s different

AI offers the opportunity for classifieds platforms to become more engaging and more relevant for 
users and professionals alike

It also provides the technology to address many of the traditional weaknesses that have prevented 
classifieds from becoming fully-fledged, transactional marketplaces e.g. in C2C 

AI will disrupt classifieds players who do not adapt fast enough to become AI-enabled 
marketplaces, while those who do embrace the potential of AI will find  scope to expand revenues 

and profitability

conclusion
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search will become far more intuitive and conversational

personalization and matched selections will become the norm

monetization will move from subscriptions to performance-based 

agents and dealers will increasingly partner with marketplaces                         
to provide online transactional experiences, enhanced by platform level data 
and technology

C2C will gain market share in automotive, as marketplaces using AI build 
trust and convenience in C2C transactions

5 predictions on AI + marketplaces

1

2

3

4
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thank you
Malcolm Myers Founder & CEO // European Internet Ventures
mm@europeaninternetventures.com |  malcolmmyers on LinkedIn 


